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 Scenario 3: Deploy a web app via Heroku using Python Using data from attached data sources. A: I recommend that you read the docs. They have excellent examples of what you should be doing, and most of them involve a data source as the first step. The problem you are having may have something to do with the task that you are trying to accomplish, so you should figure out what that is and then
check the docs for examples. Hopefully that will help. Q: Project-fails to start under IIS, works under VS In my project I have several forms with different classes and datatables. I use SQL Server, Entity Framework 4 and a WPF client side framework I made myself. It's a two-layer design, where a.NET layer handles all the DB-access and business logic and the WPF layer renders the data to the view.
My project has been working perfectly for over two years. Today I tried to do some changes and finally succeeded in re-arranging some menu items and adding a function that takes a string parameter. After I saved the file, I got an error message stating that I must close the connection to the DB. So I re-ran the application and had the same error. I checked that the connection was still working (since
the program was up and running) and tried to clean the project and re-build it but the error kept coming back. I then ran the program in the Visual Studio IDE, where the program worked fine. I could run the application, connect to the database and use the functions I had just written. But when I tried to run the same application on the server, it would not work and the error message appeared again. I

first thought that the WPF framework I had made was the problem, so I changed that to a standard WPF project and the problem persisted. I then found that the IIS was the problem and I have no idea what to do. What I did was a very simple setup (IIS7, VS2008) and I was running the program on the default website. I first started the program manually (with VS) and the connection to the DB worked
fine. Then I left it running and connected to the website that was already running and then tried to run the same program and I got the error message again. Since I cannot do anything with the DB programmatically, I decided to start it manually 82157476af
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